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Build-up curves were measured with HyperSense at 1.4 K as a function of the 

OX063 concentration, both with and without Gd-DOTAREM. The build-up curves 

were then fitted to estimate the build-up time constants and plateau values. For 

OX063 concentrations between 7.5 and 30 mM, they could be fitted with a 

monoexponential function. For OX063 concentrations of 2.5 and 5 mM, the 

buildup curves could not be nicely fitted with a monoexponential function, and in 

these cases a biexponential fit was thus performed.

OX063 conc 

(mM)

Buildup time (s) 13C urea polarization

-GdDOTAREM +GdDOTAREM -GdDOTAREM +GdDOTAREM

30 669±50 613±46 42±5 84±9

15 3707±280 3070±230 58±6 106±12

10 7380±550 6458±480 60±7 85±10 

7.5 10020±750 50±6 

5 17900±1300 

(94%), 274±21

27±3 (94%), 

1.8±0.2 

2.5 22100±1700 

(91%), 520±39

22000±1700 

(90%), 330±25

10±1 (91%), 

1.0±0.1

10±1 (90%), 

1.2±0.1 

Table S1. 13C buildup time constants and the maximum polarization measured at 

1.4 K (see main text for further details).
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Fitting ELDOR spectra:

In Figs. S1-S4 we plot the experimental ELDOR spectra at different detection 

frequencies overlaid with their best fits. In Fig. S5 we compare ELDOR spectra 

measured at the same detection frequency with and without Gd-DOTA. 
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Figure S1. Best fit of the 5 mM experimental ELDOR spectra (black symbols) 
with the model described in the main text (magenta lines). The spectra here 
shown have been acquired with detection frequencies marked with a black arrow: 

(a) =-32 MHz, (b) =-16 MHz, (c) =0 MHz, (d) =16 MHz tectde tectde tectde tectde

and (e) =32 MHz. Overlaid (magneta) are the best fits, simulated using the tectde

parameters listed in Table 3 in the main text, and =300 s, T=6.5 K, ω1=600 nT1
kHz and tMW=1 s.
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Figure S2. Best fit of the 5 mM + Gd-DOTA experimental ELDOR spectra (black 
symbols) with the model described in the main text (magenta lines). The spectra 
here shown have been acquired with detection frequencies marked with a black 

arrow: (a) =-32 MHz, (b) =-16 MHz, (c) =0 MHz, (d) =16 tectde tectde tectde tectde

MHz and (e) =32 MHz. Overlaid (magneta) are the best fits, simulated tectde

using the parameters listed in Table 3 in the main text, and =300 s, T=6.5 K, nT1
ω1=600 kHz and tMW=1 s.
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Figure S3. Best fit of the 10 mM experimental ELDOR spectra (black symbols) 
with the model described in the main text (magenta lines). The spectra here 
shown have been acquired with detection frequencies marked with a black arrow: 

(a) =-32 MHz, (b) =-16 MHz, (c) =0 MHz, (d) =16 MHz tectde tectde tectde tectde

and (e) =32 MHz. Overlaid (magneta) are the best fits, simulated using the tectde

parameters listed in Table 3 in the main text, and =300 s, T=6.5 K, ω1=600 nT1
kHz and tMW=1 s.
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Figure S4. Best fit of the 10 mM + Gd-DOTA experimental ELDOR spectra (black 
symbols) with the model described in the main text (magenta lines). The spectra 
here shown have been acquired with detection frequencies marked with a black 

arrow: (a) =-32 MHz, (b) =-16 MHz, (c) =0 MHz, (d) tectde tectde tectde

=16 MHz and (e) =32 MHz. Overlaid (magneta) are the best fits, tectde tectde

simulated using the parameters listed in Table 3 in the main text, and =300 s, nT1
T=6.5 K, ω1=600 kHz and tMW=1 s.
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Figure S5. Comparison of ELDOR spectra with (red) and without (black) Gd-
DOTA for the 5 mM samples (a, b) and the 10 mM samples (c, d). (a, c) are 

ELDOR spectra measured with =-32 MHz and (b, d) are with =0 tectde tectde
MHz.
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Determining the best ELDOR fit:

In order to test the possible range of the parameters , , and , that result eSD A eT2
in simulated ELDOR spectra , with  the MW excitation );( ,, iexcitejdetect

sim
eP  iexcite,

frequency and the detection frequency, that fit the experimental ELDOR jdet,

spectra , we defined a fitting parameter, .  This parameter );( ,, iexcitejdetect
sim
eP  

represents the deviation between the experimental and the simulated ELDOR 
spectra and has the following form:

,   
j i

iexcitejdetect
sim
eiexcitejdetecte

SEZQ

PP
N

2
,,,,

exp );();(1
5
1 

where  and  is the number of excitation frequencies  SEZQNi  ,...,1 SEZQN  iexcite.

in the area of the  ZQ-SE part of the ELDOR spectrum, between 80 MHz }H{ 1e
and 240 MHz, and  the 5 detection frequencies . 5,..,1j jdetect ,

For each of the four samples under investigation values for  were calculated for 
a large set of ,  and  parameters and are shown as the color coded eSD A eT2
contour plots shown below. Each contour plot shows the value of  as a function 
of  and  for different  value. The areas with minimum values of  eSD A eT2 
determine the best fitting parameters for each  value.eT2

We chose to calculate  in the ZQ-SE part of the ELDOR spectra because these 
sections are least affected by  and subsequently more sensitive to changes in eT2

 and . However, because changes in the value of  have a negligible eSD A eT2
effect on the ZQ-SE part of the ELDOR spectra, we introduced a second fitting 
parameter  that characterizes the difference between the experimental and the 
simulated ELDOR spectra calculating the differences between the widths of the 
central parts of these spectra.

For each  value the best pair of fitting parameters ( , )  corresponding to eT2
eSD A

the minimum value of was chosen. Using these parameters five ELDOR 
spectra  with  were calculated as a function of );( ,, iexcitejdetect

sim
eP  5,..,1j

. These spectra were then compared with the experimental ELDOR iexcite,

spectra   by choosing for each of the five  values two );( ,,
exp

iexcitejdetecteP  jdetect ,

values for ,  and , and by searching for  and  exp
,iexcite j

aexcite
exp,

, j
bexcite

exp,
, jsim

aexcite
,
, jsim

bexcite
,
,
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such that , for  i.e.  or , and );();( exp,
/,

exp,
/, j

j
baexciteej

jsim
baexcite

sim
e PP   ba / a b

calculating ten parameters  and || ,
,

exp,
,5,1;

jsim
aexcite

j
aexciteja  

 (in units of MHz).  The maximum value  of all these || ,
,

exp,
,5,1;

jsim
bexcite

j
bexcitejb   

parameters was then added at the top right corner of each contour. This value 
represents then the difference in width between the experimental and simulated 
ELDOR spectra.

The values of  and  for each  were chosen as j
aexcite

exp,
, j

bexcite
exp,

, jdetect ,

 (MHz)jdetect ,  (MHz)j
aexcite

exp,
,  (MHz)j

bexcite
exp,

,
-32 -40 -8
-16 -24 0
0 -16 16
16 -8 24
32 0 40

The values of and  can than be used to estimate the ranges of values of  
, , and  that result in acceptable fits. The validity of these ranges was eSD A eT2

also evaluated by eye to avoid inconsistencies.
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Figure S6. Contours showing the agreement between experimental 5 mM 

ELDOR spectra and the profiles calculated from the applied model, , as a 

function of its parameters  and . Each contour was calculated for a eSD A

different T2e value. The numbers in the right top corner of each plot are the 

agreement between the width of the experimental and the simulated ELDOR 

spectra, . 
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Figure S7. Contours showing the agreement between experimental 5 mM with 

Gd-DOTA ELDOR spectra and the profiles calculated from the applied model, , 

as a function of its parameters  and . Each contour was calculated for a eSD A

different T2e value. The numbers in the right top corner of each plot are the 

agreement between the width of the experimental and the simulated ELDOR 

spectra, . 
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Figure S8. Contours showing the agreement between experimental 10 mM 

ELDOR spectra and the profiles calculated from the applied model, , as a 

function of its parameters  and . Each contour was calculated for a eSD A

different T2e value. The numbers in the right top corner of each plot are the 

agreement between the width of the experimental and the simulated ELDOR 

spectra, . 
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Figure S9. Contours showing the agreement between experimental 5 mM with 

Gd-DOTA ELDOR spectra and the profiles calculated from the applied model, , 

as a function of its parameters  and . Each contour was calculated for a eSD A

different T2e value. The numbers in the right top corner of each plot are the 

agreement between the width of the experimental and the simulated ELDOR 

spectra, . 
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The effect of shortening T1e on the bulk nuclear enhancement:

ELDOR simulations:

In our work the narrowing of the ELDOR spectra upon the addition of Gd-DOTA 

to the samples could explain an increase of nuclear polarization of ~20%. In the 

literature an increase of the enhancement of even ~100% has been reported at 

3.4 T and 1.2 K.1,2 In the following we show that it is indeed possible to gain a 

factor of 2 in enhancement just by changing the T1e value of the sample when 

calculating the ELDOR spectra and from them the basic DNP spectra  )( exciteiCES 

and . In Figure S10 we show the ELDOR spectra calculated with )( exciteSES 

T1e=1 s and T1e=100 ms, keeping all other parameters constant and equal to the 

ones used in Fig. S3. In Figure S11 we plot the basic DNP spectra  )( exciteiCES 

and  for T1e=1 s and T1e=100 ms derived from the depolarization )( exciteSES 

profiles obtained from the same parameters as the ELDOR spectra. The spectra 

were normalized with respect to  and  calculated for T1e=1 )( exciteiCES  )( exciteSES 

s, in order to show the relative change as a function of T1e.
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Figure S10. Simulated ELDOR spectra as for T1e=1 s (black) and T1e=100 ms 

(red). The detection frequencies ( ) of the ELDOR spectra are marked by tectde

the black arrow: (a) =-32 MHz, (b) =-16 MHz, (c) =0 MHz, (d) tectde tectde tectde

=16 MHz and (e) =32 MHz. The parameters used for the tectde tectde

simulations: =3.1 s-3, =75 s, =0.155 MHz, =300 s, T=6.5 K, eSD eT2 A nT1


